**Abstract**

Lichen Planopilaris is known as the form of Lichen Planus typical of the scalp. It is classified as a lymphatic disease and is characterized by chronic inflammation which leads to cicatricial alopecia. Its causes are not yet well characterized but its etiology seems to strongly correlate with infection, sensitization and pollution. A clear and objective diagnosis of Lichen Planopilaris is not simple but the evolution and strongly negative outcomes on scalp of people affected by, pose the need of an early diagnosis.

In this work we report the case of a 27-year-old male and a 54-year-old female, respectively, in which a correct diagnosis of Lichen Planopilaris, followed the incorrect previous ones, was made by means of dermatoscopy and histopathological analysis, decisive tools for the diagnosis of this kind of pathology.

**Introduction**

Lichen planopilaris (LPP), a morphological variant of Lichen Planus known as specific of the scalp, is a rare, difficult-to-treat, chronic, inflammatory skin condition resulting in cicatricial alopecia, which can be eventually permanent irreversible [1]. It has been described for the first time by Pringle in 1895 [2] and placed in the lymphocytic disease group by the North American Hair Research Society (NAHRS) [3]. The causes of this disease are not well clarified but it seems to act as an autoimmune disorder probably triggered by drugs, metal exposure, stress, pollution, contacts sensitizers or infection [4]. Epidemiological data report that about 0.5-1% of the population is affected by Lichen Planus and in particular, adult women result as the most affected population by LPP (ratio 1.8:1) [5,7], on people aged between 40-60 years and more frequently in Caucasian and Indian population than Asian ones [7,8] Its typical manifestation is multifocal areas of alopecia on the central scalp, usually accompanied by perifollicular erythema, hyperkeratosis, and subjective symptoms such as pruritus or pain [9]. Three different variants of LPP are normally recognized [3,9]: classic LPP, frontal fibrosing alopecia (FFA) [10] and Graham-Little Piccardi Lassueur Syndrome [11]. A fourth variant, known as fibrosing alopecia in a pattern distribution (FAPD) could be added if considering some cases of patients with androgenetic alopecia in which lesions identical to those seen in LPP were found [12].

The main therapy for LPP is topical treatment with class I or II, high-potency topical corticosteroids such as clobetasol propionate or intralesional triamcinolone injection [13]. Some other topical therapeutics approaches can include calcineurin inhibitors (cyclosporine, tacrolimus), even if limited data are reported. More recently also the use of mycophenolate mofetil has been proposed [13-16]. Driven by recent evidences on the role of peroxisome-proliferator-activated receptor (PPAR)-γ on the pathogenesis of
LPP [17], also PPAR-γ antagonist, pioglitazone, has been recently included as effective therapy. In presence of severe not responsive cases, systemic and/or intralesional costicosteroids have been largely recommended [6] and typically used in combination with topical corticosteroid treatment, with limitations as regards side-effects.

As typical when referring to scalp disease to make a clear and objective diagnosis is not easy. LPP manifestations evolve with the disease: early LPP can be easily confused with seborrheic dermatitis, on the other side, in the late stages, LPP can be confused with central centrifugal cicatricial alopecia (CCCA) and folliculitis decalvans [1]. The approach of differential diagnosis reveals to be crucial in order to counteract the progressive and chronic course of the pathology and to establish the correct therapy as well as the use of dermatoscopy and histological evaluation in condition in which LPP could result invisible at the clinical evaluation.

**Case Report**

**Case report 1**

A 27-year-old male (Milan, Italy), outdoor worker, reported a history of scalp thinning and hair loss for 1 year. Other symptoms reported were moderate pruritus, ≥4 according to VAS scale [18], erythema and scaling. No evidence of Lichen Planus in other body sites. All these symptoms were evaluated by the previous dermatologist as compliant with androgenetic alopecia associated with seborrhic dermatitis. Consequently, the patient was invited to treatment with Minoxidil 5% solution for three months. The therapy was then suspended because of erythema and itching worsening. Patient came to our examination because in his opinion hair loss and symptoms did not disappear. Physical examination of scalp confirmed erythema and localized thinning both in vertex and frontal area (Figure 1).

The area affected was also analyzed by a Dermatoscope with a 100x polarized magnification (Molemax HD, DermaInstrument, Vienna, Austria). The Molemax integrated software was used for images acquiring (Figure 2). Dermatoscopic examination confirmed the presence of erythema and scalp scaling mainly at perifollicular site but reported also the absence of significant miniaturization, which is typical of androgenetic alopecia. Dermatoscopy showed also the presence of tubular casts at the perifollicular level. Taking together the history of the patient and the latest evaluations, a preliminary diagnosis of LPP was made, subsequently confirmed by histopathological evaluation.

The analysis of histological section highlighted reduction in epidermis thickness, presence of skin sclerosis, vasodilatation, melanin pigment residues in the superficial dermis, vertical fibrotic bands and residues of pre-existing hair follicles (Figure 3). A dense peripheral lymphocytic infiltration was also found. All these observations were clearly consistent with LPP.

**Figure 1:** Localized scaling on vertex and parietal/mild frontal area of case report 1.
Case report 2

A 54-year-old female came to our clinic reporting a history of therapy for telogen effluvium 2 years before. Patient went through menopause three years before and reported important symptoms such as severe osteoporosis, hot flush, insomnia, mood swings. Any hormone replacement therapy has been suggested to the patient because breast cancer familiarity.

Clinical evaluation showed scalp thinning both in vertex and frontal area (Figure 4). Patient referred also a persistent trichodinia. Also in this case no evidence of Lichen Planus in other body sites were found.

Patient anamnesis and clinical evaluation suggested the dermatologist to proceed further with dermatoscopic analysis. Images observation (Figure 5) revealed, among the rest, arborized vasodilatation, which is a typical manifestation of LPP. This diagnosis was finally confirmed by histology (Figure 6).

Treatment

After LPP diagnosis, both patients were treated with clobetasol propionate foam 0.05% on affected area once a day for 30 days, following by 15 days of resting and further 30 days of treatment once a day. Treatment succeeded into reduce inflammatory symptoms, also alleviating erythema, itching and fibrosis too. This contribute to stabilize LPP avoiding further evolution of the pathology as demonstrated by the following histopathological analysis.

Discussion

LPP is an uncommon scalp disease which diagnosis remains a challenge due to epidemiological data lacking and especially to the increasing number of patients in which lesions and symptoms are not clearly visible or evaluable if limited to patient
clinical history and clinical observations. This led, in most cases, to a wrong diagnosis, preferably of androgenetic alopecia (AGA) with which LPP shares some macroscopic features. Some authors report these situations as “invisible LPP” [19,20]. The prognosis for LPP is worse than AGA, evolving into bulge stem cells disruption and scarring [6,21,22], leading to irreversible baldness. Therefore, LPP is often accompanied with persistent trichodynia, a burning scalp syndrome strongly affecting quality of life of patients, which are affected by [23]. From this the importance of an immediate and correct diagnosis for reducing LPP discomfort and stopping pathology evolution by early therapeutic intervention.

In the cases reported in the present work, we made a diagnosis of LPP, apparently invisible and following a previous wrong diagnosis, by means of dermatoscopic analysis coupled with histopathological examination. Patients were then submitted to treatment with clobetasol foam and this led the inflammation to be stabilized and at the same time hair loss stopping and trichodynia disappearance. Therapy with
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topical corticosteroid with mid-to high-potency is generally preferred as first-line the treatment of LPP with a resolution of the pathology higher than 66% [5,6,23] confirming as the mainstay therapy for LPP.

According to our experience [24] LPP incidence is increasing with respect to reported statistics and this, probably, due to the impact on the pathology of etiological factors such as hair dying or microbioma dysbiosis [25]. There are also some studies demonstrating the involvement of environment in skin pathology including LPP [26, 27]. Pollution may act as oxidant agent and induce oxidative stress by increasing the production of reactive oxygen species (ROS) directly or indirectly [28]. LPP incidence is growing also because an improvement in diagnostic by means of dermatoscopy and histopathology that reveal themselves as essential tools for make “visible” the “invisible”.
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